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“Between us brothers, there is nothing inconvenient!” Wang Tong shook his head and said, “It’s just that 

…… alas, there’s really nothing to say, it’s that when I was in my sophomore year, my mother became ill, 

very seriously,, and at this time, my relationship with Kan Miao was also in trouble, her family was dead 

set against it… …” 

Although Wang Tong’s words were very vague, both Ji Feng and Zhang Lei couldn’t help but look whole, 

they could hear that the matter was not as light as Wang Tong said. 

In fact, although Wang Tong was speaking in a relaxed tone, there was a hint of worry and anxiety in his 

eyes that could not be hidden, as if he was very anxious about something and had a sense of 

helplessness. 

Ji Feng immediately frowned and asked, “What illness is auntie mother suffering from?” 

Wang Tong and Kan Miao’s relationship was in some kind of crisis, in some kind of trouble, to Ji Feng this 

was all a trivial matter of chicken feathers. At least, it was irrelevant who Wang Tong was with and who 

he would find as his wife in the future, anyway, it was not like he was going to be a bachelor for the rest 

of his life. 

So Ji Feng didn’t care about what kind of trouble Wang Tong and Kan Miao were in, what he was most 

concerned about was what kind of illness Wang Tong’s mother was suffering from. 

A woman can be found again, but there is only one mother! 

What’s more, Ji Feng clearly remembered that when they clashed with Huang Hao and the others, Wang 

Tong suddenly broke out, and in his grief and anger, he even said that he would sell his organs in order 

to cure his mother. 

From this, one could imagine that Wang Tong’s mother must be quite ill, or at least, not an ordinary 

illness. 

Zhang Lei also asked next to him, “Yes, Wang Tong, what kind of illness is uncle mother suffering from?” 

As soon as this was mentioned, Wang Tong’s face involuntarily showed a trace of heaviness, with a hint 

of pain in his eyes, and he let out a long sigh, “Alas ……” 

Zhang Lei immediately became anxious, he frowned: “I say you a big man how to be so motherly, 

encounter any problems, just say it directly, brothers are here, there is something we discuss together 

to solve, you this ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but glare at him, “Okay, just cut the crap and listen to what Wang Tong has to say!” 

Zhang Lei then helplessly shook his head, with his straightforward and thunderous temper, is the most 

unbearable man mother-in-law soft character, Wang Tong’s appearance makes Zhang Lei scratch his 

head, he remembers that in the past Wang Tong was not like this ah, how now become so mother-in-

law! 

“I guess it’s all because of this woman’s bullying!” Zhang Lei glanced at Kan Miao and muttered in his 

heart. 



“Wang Tong, have a cigarette and talk slowly, there’s no rush!” Ji Feng patted Wang Tong’s shoulder and 

said with a smile. In fact, at this moment, Wang Tong was in such a state that Ji Feng could understand it 

very well, or rather, only he could understand it. 

A man, if he hadn’t encountered something extremely difficult, if he hadn’t been under tremendous 

pressure, it was absolutely impossible for him to have such a big change. 

Wang Tong must have been under tremendous pressure for a long time, making him cautious at every 

step, no matter what he did, he was careful and cautious, afraid of any problems …… For a long time, he 

developed this indecisive character. 

The previous Wang Tong was not like this, at that time Wang Tong’s words were not a lot either, but the 

person was quite cheerful, at least much stronger than the Ji Feng of that time. 

Strictly speaking, at that time, Wang Tong was just an average student, with no characteristics and no 

too obvious flaws. 

If I had to say his characteristics, it would be that his family was said to be not much better off, probably 

also because of his low self-esteem, making Wang Tong not very conspicuous in the class either, but of 

course, much better than Ji Feng. 

Usually Wang Tong would often talk and laugh with them, joke around and so on, and it was all very 

normal. 

But the immense pressure on the heart is enough to change a person’s character, and I think Wang Tong 

is an example of that. 

“I’m not a mother-in-law, I just don’t know what to say!” Wang Tong shook his head with a bitter smile. 

“Just say what you have, it’s not like you’re stealing from someone else to rob someone else, what’s so 

bad to say?” Zhang Lei frowned and said, “Big men don’t be so insipid, say it in a painful way!” 

“Alas ……,” Wang Tong shook his head with a bitter smile. 

“I say you this ……” Zhang Lei took a look at the moment he was anxious, his body was about to stand 

up, but suddenly heard Kan Miao speak. 

“Wang Tong is embarrassed to say, or I’ll say it, Wang Tong’s mother is suffering from uremia.” Kan 

Miao said. 

“Hmm?” 

Ji Feng frowned at once. 

Zhang Lei was also stunned by this, “What did you just say? Uremia?” 

Kan Miao nodded and said, “That’s right, it’s uremia, and according to the doctor, it’s reached the stage 

where a kidney replacement is necessary, and all other medical treatments are no longer very effective.” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but be stunned: “It has to be a kidney transplant? There is no other means? I seem 

to remember that you can do something like dialysis, which is also said to have a good effect ……” 



“It’s useless!” 

Kan Miao shook his head and said, “The doctor said that Wang Tong’s mother’s condition is now so 

serious that it was already too late when she went to the hospital, but at that time, because although 

Wang Tong’s family had some savings, there was still a certain gap between the cost needed for a 

kidney replacement, plus there were no suitable kidney sources at that time, so other methods of 

treatment could only be used temporarily. ” 

“But those methods can only alleviate the condition, but not cure, the result of these two years down, 

the condition has become more and more serious, only recently the doctor gave notice that a kidney 

must be replaced, otherwise ……” Kan Miao did not continue to say, but her following exactly want to 

The actual fact is that it is already self-explanatory, everyone understands. 

Obviously, now Wang Tong’s mother’s condition has progressed to the point where she is likely to face 

the threat of death if her kidney is not replaced, and it can be said to be at the last moment. 

“So …… there is no kidney source?” Ji Feng asked with a frown, “Isn’t it true that generally children’s 

organs and their parents’ should be able to be paired?” 

“What you said there is the general situation, this is not certain, everything has a certain probability 

problem!” Wang Tong shook his head and said, “None of our family members, none of them could 

match up with my mother …… It’s also due to my mother’s misfortune!” 

“Words can’t be said like that!” 

Zhang Lei shook his head and said, “It’s normal to be sick, don’t be too pessimistic.” 

Wang Tong said, “This is not pessimism, why is it that no one else is sick, but our family? There are so 

many rich people, why don’t they get sick, and the more we can’t afford it, the more we get this serious 

illness? This is fate ……” 

Ji Feng couldn’t help but frown repeatedly, now Wang Tong could actually say such words, it seems that 

this burden in his heart really has already pressed him to the point of being unable to breathe, and has 

already started to complain to God. 

If he was allowed to resist for a while longer, there was no telling what kind of things he would do. 

The average person at this point in time, in case there is a little bit of thinking, may have a brain fever, 

do some excessive things, then it will be trouble. 

Thinking of this, Ji Feng immediately asked: “Wang Tong, what do you lack most now? Is it the cost of 

seeing a doctor, or a kidney source?” 

“Neither of them.” Wang Tong shook his head and said, “I’ve asked the doctor, even if there is a kidney 

source, from the conditioning before the surgery, all the way to taking medication and recovering after 

the surgery, it would take around 200,000, and that’s still the most conservative estimate.” 

“But even with the money, this kidney source is still a big problem, who in good health would want to 

sell their organs? Besides, if it wasn’t an organ from a regular source, the hospital wouldn’t have given 

this operation …… alas!” Wang Tong couldn’t help but shake his head, these things were really weighing 

on him, making him almost breathless. 



Ji Feng and Zhang Lei looked at each other and both could not help but frown. 

This was not really a good thing to do. 

The money matter is easy to solve, but this organ to get from where, they really do not have a clue for a 

while, because before they simply have not contact with this aspect of things, now simply do not know 

how to start, even if they want to help Wang Tong, do not know how to help. 

“Actually ……” 

Kan Miao suddenly spoke up, she said, “Actually the money matter is not too big a problem, originally 

my family did not agree to the matter between Wang Tong and me, but because both of us are very 

determined, so my family had no choice but to reluctantly agree, there are just a few conditions.” 

Zhang Lei glanced at her and didn’t answer, he didn’t have much of a good impression of this woman 

and naturally didn’t bother talking to her. 

Kan Miao also did not expect anyone to ask her, but continued, “My family proposed that Wang Tong 

should be the son-in-law of the family, moreover, to be this son-in-law of the family, he also has to show 

his ability first, as long as he passes, this money will certainly not be a problem ……” 

“What ability?” 

Ji Feng asked, “What ability is required to be a door-to-door son-in-law?” 

Wang Tong shook his head and smiled bitterly, “What her father means is that at least I must have some 

ability as well ……” 

In fact, what Kan Miao’s mother said was far more unpleasant than that. 

Kan Miao’s mother’s original words were, “This son-in-law at the door is not something that anyone can 

do just because they want to, with our family’s condition, there are many people who want to be this 

son-in-law at the door, even if Kan Miao likes you, if you don’t have any ability at all, we will definitely 

not agree, even if we don’t want Kan Miao as our daughter, we will definitely not let you into this family, 

otherwise, our big If not, our family business would be lost to you in the future!” 

“Then how do they want you to demonstrate your abilities?” Ji Feng asked. 

“The first thing is public relations ability.” Wang Tong said, “Otherwise, I wouldn’t be hanging out with 

that Huang bunch and running to Jiangzhou ……” 

Ji Feng suddenly dawned on him, he was still wondering in his heart just now, why Wang Tong’s mother 

was seriously ill at home while Wang Tong could still run out and come along with people to have fun, it 

turned out that he was here to be ‘tested’, or rather, he was out to raise money …… 
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“The first thing is the PR ability.” Wang Tong said, “Otherwise, I wouldn’t be hanging out with that group 

of people surnamed Huang and running to Jiangzhou ……” 



Ji Feng suddenly dawned on him, he was still wondering in his heart just now, why Wang Tong’s mother 

was seriously ill at home, while Wang Tong could still run out and come with people to have fun, it 

turned out that he had come to be ‘tested’, or rather, he had come out to raise money …… 

The reason is that if Wang Tong could befriend the few people surnamed Huang and could climb up with 

them, then his public relations skills would naturally be able to be demonstrated and perhaps this would 

be able to gain the approval of Kan Miao’s parents. 

In this way, the money for Wang Tong’s mother’s medical treatment would naturally be available. 

Moreover, Wang Tong and Kan Miao would not have to be separated. 

Although Wang Tong’s being a son-in-law was not very nice in name, it was not the old days and 

people’s perceptions were gradually changing. 

But this is also like a person drinking water, warm and cold to know, in fact, how to live, only you know. 

Since Wang Tong had agreed to this condition and was willing to be a son-in-law, of course, on the one 

hand, he wanted to raise money for his mother’s medical treatment, but on the other hand, it was also 

Wang Tong’s own wish to be a son-in-law! 

It was for this reason that Wang Tong couldn’t be bothered to take care of his sick old mother at home, 

but ran out and came to Jiangzhou with the people surnamed Huang and others to have fun. In the 

process, Wang Tong and Kan Miao could be said to be pleasing and flattering to that group of people, 

looking at others’ faces and talking, in the hope of being able to climb up with them and really get on 

their line. 

…… must not think that because Wang Tong and Kan Miao are hanging out with Huang Hao and the 

others, talking and laughing, that this is a way to climb into a relationship with them. 

In fact, in order to climb up with anyone, it depends not only on how superficially, but also on whether 

the other party takes you as a friend or not, or treats you as one of their own. 

If not, it also depends on what you can give to the other party, otherwise, why should they take care of 

you? You know, nowadays, people are not interested in profit, not to mention that Huang is the son of 

the mayor of Yuezhou, there is a big gap between the status of the two sides, why should they take you 

on? 

Therefore, Wang Tong and Huang were playing together, and it could only be said that Huang Hao had 

given Wang Tong and the two of them an opportunity to climb into a relationship, but exactly how to 

climb into a relationship and how to climb into a relationship would depend on how Wang Tong and Kan 

Miao would behave next, and also on whether they would ‘behave’. 

What was unexpected was that before Wang Tong and Kan Miao could say anything, they unexpectedly 

met Zhang Lei and Ji Feng in Jiangzhou, and immediately afterwards, they had a falling out with the 

group surnamed Huang. 

In this way, this relationship naturally could not be climbed. 

And Wang Tong’s so-called test was naturally not passed, and it was even likely to cause Kan Miao’s 

parents’ anger. 



It was clear from Kan Miao’s violent reaction earlier that offending Huang Hao would be a disaster for 

Kan Miao’s family, and would make them feel terrified for the rest of their lives. 

In that case, how could Kan Miao’s parents possibly accept Wang Tong? 

“The money thing is fine!” Zhang Lei waved his hand and said, “Crazy, you’ll pay for this money for Wang 

Tong’s mother’s treatment, right?” 

“Of course it’s fine for me to pay, but just having money won’t do, the problem now is ……” Ji Feng 

frowned a little, “Where will the kidney source come from?” 

No matter how much money you have, it won’t help without organs. 

Zhang Lei said, “Crazy, some things can’t just go the right way, sometimes, you can also think of some 

rancid ideas.” 

Ji Feng immediately frowned: “What do you mean? What kind of rancid ideas did you come up with?” 

Zhang Lei said, “It’s not that I came up with it, but this solution already existed …… someone said, as 

long as there is money, there is nothing in this world that can’t be bought, although this is a bit radical, 

but it is not without reason… …” 

Speaking here, he suddenly lowered his voice and said, “Crazy, as long as you are willing to spend 

money, this organ thing, it will be fine.” 

Ji Feng looked at him somewhat strangely and said, “Tell me, what’s the solution?” 

“Prisoners!” 

Zhang Lei spat out two words. 

Ji Feng was stunned and did not react for a moment, “What do you mean?” 

Zhang Lei lowered his voice and said, “During the New Year this year, my uncle went to my home, and 

while chatting with my father and the others, he happened to talk about a case he had worked on, a 

case about the sale of ware`s officials!” 

“Director Zheng?” Ji Feng knew that the person Zhang Lei was talking about, his uncle, was Zheng 

Yuanshan, who used to be the deputy director of the Jiangzhou Municipal Bureau, but what did this 

weapon`s trading have to do with prisoners? 

He immediately raised this query. 

Zhang Lei said in a low voice: “Don’t worry, you will understand when you hear me out ……” 

Wang Tong had also raised his head long ago and stared straight at Zhang Lei, now as long as there was 

a glimmer of hope, he wanted to know, because this was a matter of his old mother’s life and death, 

how could he not pay attention? 

Kan Miao also listened attentively, her eyes constantly flickering, and she did not know what was in her 

mind. 



At this time, Zhang Lei lit a cigarette and slowly took two puffs, staring at Kan Miao for a few moments 

through the lingering smoke and frowning imperceptibly. 

Ji Feng hummed: “Don’t be silly, hurry up and say what’s going on! I think that even if you’re talking 

about a crime, none of us will go around talking about it, right?” 

Zhang Lei then immediately understood and he said, “As far as I know, there are a lot of businesses that 

exist in prisons, and even in strictly closed prisons, there are actually all kinds of sales going on, such as 

someone spending money to get their sentence reduced, someone spending money and instead 

learning a lot of skills in it, etc. These businesses are all run by dedicated people. And this business that I 

am going to talk about has to do with ware`s officers.” 

Seeing that several people were listening attentively, he lowered his voice: “I have heard that there are 

many people who specialise in this business in prisons, where they pay a sum of money to the prisoner 

and then the prisoner agrees to sell one of his ware`officers!” 

He said confidently, “You guys think, nowadays, not to mention how many prisons there are in the 

country, just the prison in Jiangzhou alone, how many prisoners are in there, it’s not that hard to find 

one that can match Wang Tong’s mother’s model, right?” 

“Ah?!” 

Wang Tong but exclaimed, “This, this is a crime! It’s too cruel, isn’t it?” 

Kan Miao’s face also changed slightly, not expecting Zhang Lei to propose such a method, but soon she 

seemed to think of something else, and the look she gave Zhang Lei took on a look of awe. 

Ji Feng also frowned tightly: “Lei Zi, this idea stops here, I won’t do it, you don’t think about it either, we 

can think of any way, we can’t do such a heartless thing, prisoners are also human beings, they are not 

pigs and dogs that are left to be slaughtered ……” 

“I pooh!” 

Zhang Lei spat him a mouthful of smoke, said with a derisive face: “Holy shit …… just you kid is a good 

guy, I’m just a hot-hearted butcher, just not a person?!” 

As soon as he tucked the want in his arms, he hummed: “I was going to save two for you, now …… you 

can’t even touch a fart!” 

Ji Feng waved his hand: “You have no problem taking all the cigarettes I have here, but what you just 

said, I am firmly against it, I won’t do it, and neither will you!” 

“Wang Tong, what do you say?” Zhang Lei turned his gaze to Wang Tong, “If you can find the right pair, 

your mother can be saved, otherwise, you know the current situation better than I do!” 

“I ……” 

Wang Tong hesitated at once, his face changing, a moment to grit his teeth, as if he was secretly 

ruthless, but then he shook his head slightly, a look of intolerance on his face. 



Only after a while did Wang Tong hesitantly ask, “Zhang Lei, isn’t there any other way? What you just 

said, even if I agreed to this, this lifetime in my heart …… this is too cruel!” 

“Ha!” 

Zhang Lei instantly laughed and slapped Wang Tong’s shoulder with a fierce slap, laughing, “Good! You 

kid is not bad! Good heart!” 

Wang Tong stammered and asked, “Sh, what do you mean?” 

“It’s simple!” 

Zhang Lei said, “This kind of business I just mentioned, the targets are all those prisoners on death row, 

and they are all prisoners who are about to be executed and have no hope of getting their sentences 

commuted …… You guys take it easy for now, listen to me finish my sentence!” 

Ji Feng then shook his head and told him to continue. 

Wang Tong also hurriedly shut his mouth, and then he heard Zhang Lei continue, “Moreover, there’s 

nothing cruel or not, this is all done after those death row inmates voluntarily agreed, and moreover, it’s 

still done in a special hospital, whether it’s the medical facilities or the level of the doctors or whatever, 

there’s no problem at all.” 

“This ……” 

“Let me put it to you this way, these condemned prisoners are looking at being executed, there is no 

room for manoeuvre at all, simply put, it is certain death.” Zhang Lei said, “In this case, if this prisoner 

you, are you willing to sell a certain part of yourselves for a large sum of money and leave it to your 

family?” 

“Willingly!” 

Wang Tong nodded his head without hesitation. 

Zhang Lei gave a thumbs up and praised, “A man!” 

Ji Feng heard and understood, he frowned and asked, “Lei Zi, are you sure things are really like you say? 

They are all death row inmates who are bound to die, moreover, they all volunteered, and also, even if 

the deal is successful, then can the money be guaranteed to be handed over to the prisoners’ families?” 

Zhang Lei said, “It should be possible, the so-called existence is reasonable, since there is this business, 

and has always existed, then it means that things are true, otherwise, those people can cheat one 

prisoner, but after other prisoners see it, they will still agree to do this themselves? Besides, the more 

they are in this kind of business, the more careful they are than any businessman, and they are afraid of 

losing their conscience!” 

 


